discourses; still others challenged the distorting biases of masculine narratives. Jones seeks to re-establish the legitimacy of the personal and the autobiographical that helped shape early Cultural Studies. In a book that draws upon working-class reminiscences of Brighton in the 1950s and 1960s, he argues that autobiographical memories 'need to be reconsidered as radical reclamations of experience.' 5 This reconsideration might also apply to the memoirs of former scholarship boys. For purposes here, the life-writing of six prominent British humanists-Eric Hobsbawm, Frank Kermode, A. H. Halsey, Harold Perkin, Bryan Magee, and Hoggart himself-provide an imperfect sample of the broader, deeply varied experience of academically gifted working and lower-middle class males in the twentieth century. 6 Despite many differences, these writers shared much in common. First, they were born between 1917 and 1930, a demographic cohort that benefitted from the 1902 Education Act but missed the reforms of the Education Act of 1944. 7 For the lower middle and working classes within this cohort, 'the special place examination taken at age 10 or 11 became the crucial instrument of academic selection.' 8 Second, each of these figures came to prominence during a period when the enormous expansion of higher education transformed intellectual life in Britain. What Guy Ortolano called 'the meritocratic moment' encompassed the creation of new academic elites that prospered in the mid-twentieth century as new universities were founded and student populations catapulted in size. 9 Then, beginning in the 1970s, this triumph of social-democratic planning found itself under siege, as budgets contracted, academic jobs became scarcer, and universities experienced what Halsey called 'the decline of the donnish dominion.' 10 Third, each of these men classified themselves in their writing as heterosexual, an identification that became increasingly important as gender gradually displaced social class as a source of political antagonism. Though deeply reticent about their private lives, these writers largely embraced the goals of identity politics even when sometimes, and not without irony, they became informed of their own hegemonic status. Fourth, each of these figures supported the Left during a complicated period of structural economic change and political realignment.
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Loyal to the ideologies of their social origins, they rose to prominence in an era when the Labour Party helped shape an evolving consensus about Britain's future. They then witnessed the gradual disintegration of this vision when Classical Liberalism unexpectedly revived as an emancipatory force claiming the future as its own. From childhood to old age, the 'two worlds' of the scholarship boy kept changing. Philosopher that selected incidents from his life to illustrate philosophical problems. Kermode fashioned a short, highly selective memoir that self-consciously pursued certain themes in his life. Despite these differences in form, these autobiographies help answer a number of questions about the subjectivities of a historically unique group of academic intellectuals. What was the source of their social and intellectual ambitions? How do they portray the challenges to their masculinity in their youth and the transformation of gender relationships in their maturity? What was their response to Thatcherism and other threats to social-democratic thinking? And finally, how did they characterize the existential realities of old age? By the end of the twentieth century, scholarship boys had become emblems of a vanished past, a fate which their memoirs often pondered in moving detail.
Outsiders to Insiders
Each of these memoirs re-counted success stories: awards won; scholarships attained; academic promotions; recognition beyond youthful expectations. Hoggart noted with pride his rise in status to a 'classless professional' and acknowledged that he enjoyed a 'life of privilege.' 13 Halsey charted his grand journey 'from an obscure working class housing estate to a well-known Oxford college.' 14 Perkin celebrated his "good life" and at one point described relaxed living in his country estate where his children took riding lessons. 15 Hobsbawm conceded that 'it has been an extraordinarily enjoyable life, comfortable, varied by travels…combining work, discovery and holiday, novelty and old friendships' 16 Though some critics asserted that academic stars, particularly on the Left, rarely confronted their own institutional privilege and power, 17 the life-writing of scholarship boys painted a more nuanced picture. Despite occasional examples of triumphalism, arrogance, and complacency, they frequently acknowledged the unique historical context of their upward social mobility. 'Post-war life,' Hobsbawm recalled, 'was an escalator which, without any special effort, took us higher than we ever expected to be.' 18 Yet, beyond chronicling the obvious struggles and triumphs of successful careers, the memoirs of scholarship boys also revealed a deeper journey of alignments and allegiances that often complicated their worldly ambitions. Even when they eschewed the confessional mode or disparaged emotional subjectivities, these writers disclosed intellectual and personal commitments that both fueled and transcended their personal quest for recognition. At some point in their youth, they discovered a humanistic vision or a social cause that deeply engaged them. Sometimes these experiences alienated them from their friends and family. At other times, they provided a vital connection between the personal allegiances of their youth and the professional alignments of their maturity. Each story remained different but each provided a variation on a theme.
Born in 1918, Richard Hoggart lost both his parents before he was eight years old. He lived with his grandmother who encouraged him to study hard and leave 'the dreary, withoutperspective, working-class life against which she always inwardly and sometimes outwardly raged.' 19 The first to pass the eleven-plus examination in his school's history, he attained one of the few scholarships offered by Cockburn High School to the students of South Leeds. At first he studied for 'tenaciously utilitarian' purposes, but then, by chance, he discovered the poetry of Swinburne. 'The rhyme, the alliteration, the assonance, the vowel play, the vivid imagery, the interplay of vowels and consonants, the surge up and the down in a dying fall, the whole run of the thing, all carried you along.' 20 Hoggart committed himself to the study of literature. After he wrote an essay that began 'Thomas Hardy was a truly cultured man' his headmaster questioned what he meant by the phrase. Initially flustered by the question---did the headmaster not know about culture?-Hoggart pursued the connection between literature and culture that later would help define his career. 21 He learned how to challenge the conventional understanding of both culture and society. More important, poetry and literature offered him an alternate world whose inner richness and evocative narratives departed radically from the inhibiting customs of his childhood and social class. Listening to conversations of working men, he became profoundly dissatisfied with their 'limited enthusiasms and dismissals…the endless repetitive arguments about…royalty or sport or show biz…the equally endless and conventional sexual chit-chat' that seemed to define them. 22 In a few extraordinary pages, Hoggart described the inner migration of a scholarship boy from one world to another. Although he claimed not to feel 'superior or scornful' to the men of his social class, he remained at best in tension with key elements of their identity. This tension would later manifest itself in The Uses of Literacy and many subsequent works in which Hoggart asserted the superiority of high culture long after others marginalized it as elitist and anti-democratic. 37 Yet, when he returned to Hoxton, he became an object of ridicule. '"Blimey, 'ark at 'im! Don' e talk posh!"…Everything I said sounded like something out of a comic, and they said so;
housemasters, rugger, Latin, chapel, the incredible uniform.' 38 Once again, Magee retreated into music. 'Music came to me not as if from a different world but actually from a different world, from some order of being and reality unconnected with anything in the space I occupied.' 39 Magee would not pursue a conventional academic career, in part because he found the formal study of philosophy in Britain to be narrow and blinkered. He wrote books about both music and philosophy, including an interpretation of Schopenhauer, an unfashionable figure among academic philosophers in Britain. 40 His work as a broadcaster included a series of interviews with prominent philosophers, Men of Ideas, where he sought to popularize a discipline far removed from most viewer's lives. 41 During his career, he sought to connect 'the worlds of school and home' described in Hoggart's famous chapter.
Eric Although he never particularly identified himself as Jewish-'I have no emotional obligations to the practices of an ancestral religion' 44 -the rise of Nazism drove him to the Left where his participation in mass rallies affected him viscerally.
Next to sex, the activity combining bodily experience and intense emotion to the highest degree is the participation in a mass demonstration at a time of great public exaltation.
Unlike sex, which is essentially individual, it is by nature collective, and unlike the sexual climax, at any rate for men, can be prolonged for hours…We belonged together. I returned home to Halensee as if in a trance. When…I reflected on the basis of my communism, this sense of "mass ecstasy"…was one of the five components of ittogether with pity for the exploited, the aesthetic appeal of a perfect and comprehensive intellectual system, "dialectical materialism", a little bit of the Blakean vision of the new Jerusalem, and a good deal of intellectual anti-philistinism. 45 The sensual experience of willful immersion in a crowd-of absorption in a righteous cause-- Despite their many differences, each of these scholarship boys charted successful careers motivated by something more than crass ambition. The arc from social outsider to cultural prominence involved allegiances and commitments with profound idealistic roots that sometimes compared to religious experience. Poetry revealed an aesthetic alternative to the quotidian bleakness of industrial life. A pantheistic vision created a desire to bridge intractable psychological differences. Music crafted harmonies missing from the home and the street. Mass solidarity erased the boundaries of the personal isolation and provided the visceral motivation to understand a larger dialectic. Religion infused politics with a sense of vocation. The injustices of social class mandated historical explanation. Scholarship boys sought deeper explanations to justify their passages, both external and internal, from one world to another.
Masculinities
The conventional portrayal of Scholarship Boys stressed how academic success propelled upward social mobility and the personal adjustments associated with living 'between two worlds.' The emphasis centered on the relationship between academic achievement and social class. But these six memoirs also revealed another, parallel narrative about gender: how scholarship boys became adults during an era when the relationships between men and women underwent a major historical transformation. In an industrial economy, academically inclined boys in working and lower middle class neighborhoods confronted challenges to their developing male identity. As they matured and the economy changed, their intellectual skills became prized at about the same time that physical prowess, though still admired in sports, the military, and certain fictional genres, became less functional in a post-industrial marketplace. Second-wave feminism, largely if often passively supported by these left-leaning humanists, helped legitimize a broader modification of gender roles in the late twentieth century.
The classroom accomplishments of scholarship boys distanced them from other males, both young and old, who frequently associated humanistic culture with softness and the feminine. In working-class households it was frequently the mother, not the father who encouraged good work at school. As Hoggart put it, the scholarship boy "sits in the women's Both in his Hoxton neighborhood and at school, he described himself during those days as "highstrung and gabby." Some of these scholarship boys developed strategies for dealing with bullies. Hoggart found that 'clever talk' helped extricate him from tricky situations, though he once struck a tormentor in the face at an arts camp, an unusual venue for such physical encounters. 60 Harold
Perkin also combined talk with action. "I had a way of confronting an aggressor and twisting back his hands so that he landed on the floor, to general laughter….I also made them laugh with jokes, and dirty songs, and imitations of teachers." 61 Halsey gained proficiency at a number of sports including rugby. Magee 'made the discovery that by unbridled fury of attack I could rout boys bigger and older than myself. Later he would 'fight when attacked, but hated it, and was scared of being in any fight other than the one I could win without getting hurt.' 62 Yet, the presumed effeminacy of learning and academic achievement never entirely disappeared. When
Kermode's superior officer in the Navy discovered that he could write well, he "paid me many ironical or obscene compliments. 'What the hell are you, Cosmos? A fucking poofter?'"
Kermode added that 'it was fortunate that he did not know I wrote poems and songs and tried to play the violin.' 63 In the RAF Halsey learned 'to conform to the "macho norms"' though he remained painfully insecure about his own competence and courage. 'I realized that people like me were the sort who eventually went yellow and were publically shamed as persons lacking moral fibre, the dreaded LMF. I shall never know.' 64 Yet, as these memoirs demonstrated, youthful inadequacies might be transformed into instrumental advantages. Toughness and self-discipline could express itself mentally as well as physically. Mastery and dominance might be applied to an academic subject rather than a game of football. The presumed inferiorities of class affiliation could be transformed into an aggressive struggle against oppression. The informality and vulgarity of the lower orders, once a matter of contempt, might indicate a virility and authenticity lacking within the 'effete' upperclasses. These autobiographies revealed how stereotypes of gender and class camouflaged the compensatory adjustments made by scholarship boys as they forged their identities over time.
None of these memoirs discussed second-wave feminism in any detail, though some indicated their personal approval of feminists. Hoggart noted that feminists disapproved of his chapter on working-class mothers in The Uses of Literacy, though he protested their characterization of it as 'inverted male chauvinism.' 65 Halsey recorded with displeasure the limited opportunities for academic women before the 1970s, though he remained cautious about 'the powerful rise of the more strident forms of feminism.' 66 Still, as he wrote elsewhere, 'liberal masculine guilt responded to a just claim for more equality.' 67 Perkin, in particular, took great pride in his wife's achievements and, in language not entirely appreciative of the movement's goals, recalled that when they met 'she was a feisty young woman of wit and intelligence who was a cut above the empty-headed bimbos I had been fruitlessly chasing.' 68 Most, however, eschewed discussion of their personal lives. Kermode lamented that 'success with women called for talents I didn't and never would possess.' Of his two wives, he wrote that 'they were in their entirely different ways close friends, and the first of them, the correct beauty, the censor, the terrified, gave me the great gift of children.' 69 
Thatcherism and the Ordeal of the Left
Hoggart considered Margaret Thatcher 'my Aunt Ethel come back to life. I was brought up with, precisely, hauntingly, that shrill, nagging, over-insistent way of speaking, that bossy-pants way of walking, that remorseless insistence on always being right.' 72 Calling himself 'a once-born socialist,' Hoggart detested the 'the relentless economic determinism, the unshakeable assumption that letting the market rip will produce its own justifications.' Yet he admited that 'the Falklands and Gulf campaigns and the attack on certain bad trade union practices were justified; and that the poll tax had some elements of sense to it.' 73 They all wrote about people who were gone: family, friends, neighbors, teachers.
Kermode recalled at length the eccentric officers with whom he served in the Royal Navy during the Second World War: 'Call to me all my mad captains.' 92 Hoggart pondered the 'forgotten people' of his early life: 'they are now out of time and history. They were provincials, they Hunslet he discovered his old house had disappeared, 'bulldozed with hundreds of others so they could build Hunslet Grange, one of the worst large housing developments of Sixties Britain.
That too has gone, its demolition helped on by building deficiencies and the refusal of people after the mid-Seventies to accept rabbit-hutch housing….' 102 He approved more of the newer housing, but the places of his youth vanished like the people who once lived there.
In Clouds of Glory Bryan Magee also wrote about 'a vanished world' not only of his childhood but pre-war Hoxton 'and all the things it represented.' 103 Magee excelled at portraying the sights and sounds of this impoverished area of London.
Scattered along both sides of the street, in amongst shops of the other kinds, were cafes and pubs, eel-and-pie shops, fish and chip shops, sausage and mash shops. Mingling with the crowd and living off it were beggars and tipsters, pickpockets and policemen, some people being slipped illegal bets, others carrying placards warning of wrath to come. The sound of it all was multi-layered: a background noise of hundreds of people talking at
once in the open air, over which individual voices were heard calling out to one another, and on top at that, overriding everything else, the air-splitting cries of stall-keepers, all shouting at once, each trying to draw attention to his particular goods by shouting either his wares or his prices, the jokers also joshing with the passers-by or with his neighboring stall-keepers. Magee knew that when he died a whole world died with him. Like other scholarship boys he struggled to summon that world from memory and invoke it in words. 'What is actually lived, actually felt, actually thought, can never find an equivalent in language.' When once he stumbled across an object from his youth, 'I cannot put into words the piercingness or depth of the nostalgia I felt.' 106 Hoggart strained to narrate his life in chronological order because 'you are at all moments the boy, the elderly man, the middle-aged man, the youth just setting out; you constantly shuttle between them all as events stir memory.' 107 Already by age 60, Halsey became aware than people treated him differently, 'lots of past tense and use of me by younger colleagues as a memory bank.' 112 Then, during a routine medical checkup, a doctor informed him that he aortic aneurysm which threatened his life.
Three delays from the National Health did not please him but finally a surgeon replaced his aorta with 'a stretch of dacron.' 113 Powerful anaesthetics induced hallucinations about Arabic script on the curtains, confused memories of Hong Kong, the sudden appearance of his mother, and the oppressive insistence 'that I produce the answer to three questions, who, where, and why was I.' Kermode's book on the subject. For Perkin, the paradoxical relationship between self and general interest at the heart of capitalism no longer applied: greed was not good.
At the end of his memoir Kermode described himself looking out his bedroom window.
When he bought the house in Cambridge, the garden in the rear contained 'the head of a fierce lion, broken off from the south wall of King's Chapel during restoration work.' He thought that the space needed something else, 'a household god or goddess to assure that I was at home.'
Friends gave him a statue of Diana, 'an arrow in one hand, a bow in the other.' Kermode looked at her every morning when he rose from sleep. In winter she was covered in frost. 'Henceforth she will preside over this garden and the commonplace house in it, and as long as she belongs there, I will belong there also, or be as close to belonging as I am entitled to be, for as long as I am entitled to be.'
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The collective witness of these six scholarship boys enrich substantially the sociological portrait drawn by Hoggart in The Uses of Literacy, composed when he was still in his thirties.
Hoggart understood the psychological tensions created by the 'two worlds' of home and school.
These memoirs detail how these conflicts became more complex as de-industrialization and the rise of a service economy transformed the nature of class, gender, and nation. The Britain which scholarship boys both inherited and help shape departed radically from the expectations of their youth and early manhood. Hoggart also knew how life experience affected career choices.
These memoirs validate the often concealed subjectivities behind 'objective' scholarship and academic success. They demonstrate how scholarship boys foreshadowed the feminist insistence that the 'personal is political.' Finally, in their poignant existentialism and struggle to capture lost worlds, these memoirs subvert the casual prejudices against the old that occasionally contaminate social discourse. Even as yesterday's men, scholarship boys still astonish.
